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UPPER EXTREMITY MOTION AND SPRINT RUNNING: A FAREWELL TO ARMS?
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Despite a lack of prior research on the topic, the sport coaching community has popularized
the use of arm drills for athletes with the intent to enhance sprinting performance. The
purpose of this study was to identify the effect of self-restricted arm motion on sprint running
velocity. Track & field athletes and team sport athletes (n=15) completed 12 30-meter
sprints (six with normal arm motion, six with restricted arm motion) while radar data was
collected to quantify running velocity. Using a mono-exponential function, velocity profiles
were created for each trial which produced four outcome variables: vmax, amax, τ, and 30meter sprint time. Differences in group means for all four outcome variables were not
substantial (<∆2%) between the two experimental conditions. It was concluded that the use
of arm motion during maximal effort sprinting does not play a major role in running velocity
enhancement.
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INTRODUCTION: Sprinting is a highly complex skill which is paramount for determining many
competitive outcomes across dozens of sports. The ability to accelerate up to maximum
velocity quickly is a vital attribute for sprinters and non-sprinters alike. Interest in human
running speed and the methods by which to improve it dates back millennia. Aristotle, an
ancient Greek philosopher and scientist, believed that an individual is made to run faster by
swinging the upper extremities (Farquharson, 2007). This belief has held steady with much of
the sporting community implementing drills in practice that specifically teach ‘effective’ or
‘optimal’ arm action during maximal-effort sprint running to increase running velocity. However,
by observing non-human bipeds (turkeys, ostriches, various lizards, etc.) during locomotion, it
can be noted that they run without the presence of large upper extremities oscillating during
stride. Although prior research has explored the role of arm motion during jogging tasks
(Arellano & Kram, 2011; Arellano & Kram, 2014; Hinrichs et al. 1987; Hinrichs, 1987; Pontzer
et al. 2009), none have directly examined the effect of restricting arm motion on maximal effort
sprint performance. Therefore, the purpose of this study was to identify the effect of selfrestricted arm motion on sprint running velocity. Despite common coaching emphasis on the
importance of arm swing for sprinting, since the arms do not directly push the runner forward,
we hypothesized that maximal effort sprint running velocity would not be affected by upper
extremity motion.
METHODS: Subjects: Nine males and six females volunteered to participate in the study. Four
males and two females (mass: 72.4 ± 10.8 kg, height: 1.76 ± 0.08 m) were former collegiate
track and field athletes with extensive experience performing track block starts. Additionally,
five male and four female subjects (mass: 76.6 ± 16.4 kg, height: 1.78 ± 0.10 m) were
experienced team-sport athletes. All subjects were less than two years removed from
competitive status at the time of the present study (sprints, hurdles, and multi-events for track
and field athletes and football, lacrosse, baseball, soccer, and field hockey for team sport
athletes). Subjects reported to the lab on three occasions on non-consecutive days for a
habituation session and two testing sessions. Each subject reviewed and signed informed
consent documents and were fitted for standardized footwear (Waffle Racers, Nike, Inc.,
Beaverton, OR, USA). For the track and field group, the angle and spacing of the starting
blocks was set according to the preference of each individual subject. After a dynamic warmup, each subject completed six 30-meter maximal effort sprints with full recovery, alternating
between two experimental conditions, Normal Arms (NA) and Restricted Arms (RA). The order
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of the trials during the second session was as follows: NA1, RA1, NA2, RA2, NA3, RA3. This
order was inverted for the third session as RA4, NA4, RA5, NA5, RA6, NA6. These two conditions
are illustrated in Figure 1. Instantaneous velocity was measured using a radar system (Stalker
ATS System, Radar Sales, Plano, TX, USA) at 46.875 Hz. The radar was mounted to a tripod
at one meter in height and placed 10 meters behind the subject. During maximal effort
sprinting, the velocity-time curve follows the exponential function below. Using least-squares
regression, the data was fitted to a curve of best fit (Chelly & Denis, 2001; Samozino et al.
2016):
𝑣(𝑡) = 𝑣𝑚𝑎𝑥 × (1 − 𝑒 −𝑡/𝜏 )

(1)

where vmax is the maximum running velocity limit during the trial, while the time constant τ
represents the rate of increase in velocity towards the subject’s respective vmax by determining
the time it takes to reach 63% of maximum velocity (1 – e-1 = 0.632). τ also represents the ratio
between vmax and amax (Clark et al. 2019), the initial acceleration limit during the trial, and thus
is represented in units of seconds (s):
𝜏=

𝑣𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑎𝑚𝑎𝑥

(2)

Statistical analysis: For the four outcome variables of interest (vmax, amax, τ, and 30-meter sprint
time), paired two-tailed t-tests were performed to test for significant differences between the
two conditions (NA and RA). For each variable, percentage change between each condition
for all group means was calculated as % change = [(NA – RA) / NA] * 100. The similarity of the
velocity curves for the two conditions was assessed on the composite velocity curves for both
groups using the R2 statistic.

Figure 1. [A] Normal - subjects were given no cueing regarding technique other than to use
their natural arm mechanics. [B] Restricted - subjects held their arms across their chest.
During the start, subjects supported their elbows on two custom, padded stanchions.
RESULTS: Mean values for vmax, amax, τ, and 30-meter sprint time for all subjects irrespective
of sport were calculated across the two experimental conditions (NA and RA). vmax was 8.22
± 0.83 m•s-1 and 8.17 ± 0.80 m•s-1 for NA and RA, respectively (-0.53%; p ˂ 0.05). amax was
7.14 ± 1.03 m•s-2 and 7.04 ± 0.97 m•s-2 for NA and RA, respectively (-1.36%; p ˂ 0.05). τ was
1.16 ± 0.12 seconds and 1.17 ± 0.11 seconds for NA and RA, respectively (0.77%; p > 0.05).
30-meter sprint time was 4.81 ± 0.41 seconds and 4.83 ± 0.39 seconds for NA and RA,
respectively (0.48%; p > 0.05).
Mean values for vmax, amax, τ, and 30-meter sprint time for all subjects grouped by sport (track
& field athletes and team sport athletes) are reported in Table 1. Composite velocity versus
time curves for NA and RA groups are presented in Figure 2.
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Table 1. Mean values for vmax, amax, τ, and 30-meter sprint time for all subjects grouped by
sport. Statistically significant p-values are denoted by an asterisk (*).

DISCUSSION: The Results generally supported our Hypothesis. Although some variables
demonstrated statistically significant differences between NA and RA conditions, all sprint
performance variables indicated less than 2% difference between conditions. Furthermore,
although statistically significant, total 30-meter sprint times differed by less than 0.03 seconds
between conditions, suggesting a minimal difference between conditions from a practical
standpoint. Regarding profiling metrics, vmax for the Team Sports group was the only one found
to be significant, despite the change being small. These findings raise many questions as they
are inconsistent with conventional coaching practice. The importance, or lack thereof,
surrounding the use of arm motion during sprinting is a controversial issue in the sport coaching
realm. It has been ostensibly stated in the sporting community that arm motion is vital in
contributing to propulsive forces (Macadam et al. 2018), despite this not being supported in
the academic literature. Hinrichs et al. (1987) suggests a slight increase in vertical lift of the
center of mass during flight at submaximal speeds but no increases in horizontal propulsion.
Although some data suggest a trivial decrease in average sprinting velocity while wielding a
field hockey stick (Wdowski & Gittoes, 2018), the effect of arm motion on sprinting has not
been directly investigated in the literature. We suggest that arm motion serves merely to
counteract extraneous torso rotations, thus conserving forward momentum and making
maximal effort locomotion more comfortable.

Figure 2. Composite velocity curves for all trials from both groups.
As previously mentioned, humans are the only species currently known to have large upper
extremities that produce large movements during gait. Some researchers have postulated that
this has less to do with its direct influence on running velocity and more to do with balance
(Pontzer et al. 2009) and visual acuity (Grossman et al. 1989). The latter is a paradigm that
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explains the role of upper extremity motion during running by dealing with the vestibulo-ocular
reflex. The absence of arm motion during running is often accompanied by large rotations of
the torso (Arellano & Kram, 2014), and with it, the head. This increase in “head yaw” during
sprinting can lead to a measurable decline in visual acuity during locomotion, as noted by
Grossman et al. (1989), that may be exacerbated by excluding the use of arm motion to offset
torsional imbalances. Since humans are susceptible to visual disruptions resulting from head
yaw during running, perhaps we employ a mechanism for counteracting these disruptions:
upper extremity motion.
CONCLUSION: The purpose of this study was to identify the effect of self-restricted arm
motion on sprint running velocity. Our findings show that maximal effort sprinting performance
was minimally affected by restricting upper extremity motion. Based on our findings, it is
possible that the innate use of arm motion during maximal effort sprinting is purposed with
counterbalancing the legs to mitigate torso rotations which cause balance and visual
disturbances. These findings are inconsistent with conventional sport coaching wisdom which
suggests that the arms help to provide an increase in running velocity. While the results of the
present study are surprising, the authors certainly do not recommend cessation of arm motion
while running, but rather call to question the usefulness of coaching emphasis on arm drills to
increase sprinting velocity. Since time is often a limiting factor during training, perhaps training
resources can be allocated towards other areas of sprinting technique.
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